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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. atrievp

2. agrmopr

3. rratco

4. ransget

5. ororrh

6. lsjeot

7. mtida

8. rnaog

9. moterr

10. refontu

11. tpeorryp

12. starreeu

13. hwgite

14. ibath

1. Personal and not to be shared.

2. A plan of what will be done; schedule.

3. A plant that produces an orange root that 

is eaten as a vegetable.

4. Unusual; odd; peculiar.

5. A great and painful feeling of fear or shock.

6. To push, crowd, or bump into on purpose.

7. To tell the truth; confess.

8. A deep sound made to show pain, grief, or 

sadness.

9. A shaking or trembling.

10. A large amount of money or wealth.

11. A piece of land or real estate.

12. Money or valuable items that have been 

collected or stored up.

13. The quality of being heavy.

14. A regular action; routine.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. atrievp private

2. agrmopr program

3. rratco carrot

4. ransget strange

5. ororrh horror

6. lsjeot jostle

7. mtida admit

8. rnaog groan

9. moterr tremor

10. refontu fortune

11. tpeorryp property

12. starreeu treasure

13. hwgite weight

14. ibath habit

1. Personal and not to be shared.

2. A plan of what will be done; schedule.

3. A plant that produces an orange root that 

is eaten as a vegetable.

4. Unusual; odd; peculiar.

5. A great and painful feeling of fear or shock.

6. To push, crowd, or bump into on purpose.

7. To tell the truth; confess.

8. A deep sound made to show pain, grief, or 

sadness.

9. A shaking or trembling.

10. A large amount of money or wealth.

11. A piece of land or real estate.

12. Money or valuable items that have been 

collected or stored up.

13. The quality of being heavy.

14. A regular action; routine.


